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Series III - General Administration 

3.10 School Organization 

 

  

The organization of the Frank C. Carlucci American International School consists of 

three Foundation Trustees, the Director, and a Senior Management Team consisting 

of a Business Manager and Division Principals for Elementary and Secondary. 

  

General guidance flows from the Trustees through their representatives to the 

Board of Trustees.  The Board uses this guidance to develop policy necessary to 

accomplish the School’s mission. 

  

The School Director, assisted by the Senior Management Team, uses the policy 

developed by the Board to operate the school on a day-to-day basis. 

 

 

Adopted:    3 October 2000 

Revised:     22 June 2009  



 

 

3.20 School Year and Calendar 

 

The school calendar adopted annually by the Board of Trustees will provide for a 

minimum of 180 instructional days with an allowance of 5 days loss because of 

natural disaster or political circumstances. 

 

The Professional Educational Staff, because of the expectations placed on them to 

be available to students during and after the school day, to plan lessons, develop 

curriculum, and assess and report student work outside of the legal work day, are 

subject to call, individually or collectively for only 200 working days on site each 

school year.  It is understood that they will maintain contact with their Division 

Principal and Director during vacations periods should their professional input be 

needed. 

 

It is the expectation that the school offices will be open every week day except 

Portuguese legal holidays and American Thanksgiving Day.   The Director is 

authorized to close the school offices on other days so long as client services are 

not compromised. 

 

On or before the regular April meeting, the Board shall adopt the school calendar 

for the ensuing year.  The Director shall submit a recommended calendar to the 

Board in advance of the meeting. 

 

The school year will normally begin the first week in September and continue 

through the third week in June.  Provision shall be made for holiday periods at 

Christmas and Easter, and shall also include Portuguese legal holidays and 

American Thanksgiving Day. 

 

 

 

Adopted: 17 January 1980 

Revised: 12 December 1991 

Adopted: 13 March 1995 

Revised:     22 June 2009 

Revised:   16 November 2010  



 

 

3.201 School Day 

 

The administration shall arrange and schedule the school day so as to offer the 

greatest educational return for time spent, within the limitations of school facilities.  

 

To attain optimum time use for each student, variations in the daily schedule may 

be arranged to enable students or groups of students to receive special instruction.  

 

Adopted:      17 January 1980  

Revised:       14 January 1992  

 

  



 

3.202 Emergency Closings/Make-up of Closing Days 

 

The Director is authorized to announce the closing of school if actual or potential 

hazards threaten the safety and well-being of students and employees. The decision 

to close school shall be made by the Director or his/her designee upon consultation 

with members of the Board of Trustees, professional staff and/or community 

agencies responsible for the safety and well-being of the community. Public 

announcements will be made by the Director.  

 

Instructional days lost due to emergency closings may be rescheduled through 

extended days, Saturday classes, or an extended school year by order of the Board 

of Trustees.  

 

Adopted:      17 January 1980  

Revised:       14 January 1992  

 

  



 

3.30 School Buildings and Grounds 

 

The Board recognizes that the education of children depends on many factors, 

including a proper physical environment that is clean, safe, attractive, pleasant, and 

functional. This school is proud of its campuses and facilities, and of its long-

established tradition of providing the best possible physical environment for 

teaching and learning.  

 

In keeping with the Board’s policy on facilities planning and evaluation, the Board is 

committed to maintaining for the School’s buildings and grounds the same high 

standards that the Board sets for all aspects of the School program, within the 

limitations of the School’s financial resources and in proportion to its present and 

projected enrollment.  

 

Adopted:      14 January 1992  

 

  



 

3.301 Facilities Evaluation and Planning 

 

It is the policy of the Board to strive for school buildings and grounds that will offer 

the best possible environment – within financial and site limitations – for learning 

and teaching.  The Board specifically aims towards: 

 

• Planning new buildings and alterations so that they support the Board’s 

educational philosophy and goals; 

 

• Building and remodeling facilities so that they are safe and healthy for the 

people who use them; 

 

• Choosing building and remodeling designs that will lend themselves to low 

maintenance and the conservation of energy. 

 

In planning new construction and alterations, it is normal practice to consult staff 

affected by the plans; as much as possible, educational specifications will be 

developed in consultation with school staff and members of the School community. 

 

Relevant sections of Portuguese laws, local building codes and directives of 

government and education agencies (insofar, as the School is subject to them) will 

be observed in planning school facilities. 

 

Adopted:  January 14, 1992 

  



3.302 Security 

 

Security of people and property is fundamental to the fulfillment of CAISL’s Mission.  

Steps must be taken to guard against trespass by unauthorized persons and against 

damages or losses caused by negligence, vandalism, theft or terrorism.   

 

The Director is therefore authorized to set administrative regulations that will 

 

1. Ensure the screening of those intending to access campus; 

 

2. Prevent the entrance to CAISL of any person deemed to be detrimental to 

the health, security, safety, or smooth functioning of the school, its 

educational program, or those present on campus; 

 

3. Ensure the presence of guards or other security personnel and ensure that 

they have specific instructions on how to deal with all potential incidents; 

 

4. Ensure that building keys and security codes are only given to authorized 

personnel whose duties require that they have access to school buildings 

or to certain rooms, desks, files, or storage places; 

 

5. Install equipment to effectively ensure the security of all property and 

personnel from fire, intrusion and terrorism;  

 

6. Ensure the installation of all correct signage and emergency lighting for 

evacuation routes, in accordance with the law in force. 

 

7. Ensure that the highest standard of safety is provided by all third party 

transport of students to and from CAISL and guarantee that strict safety 

procedures are in place to minimize the risk to all personnel, students and 

adults alike, on entering and leaving faculty.   

 

8. Specify the dates and times during which campus will be open and closed, 

ensuring maximum access to the school grounds whilst maintaining 

security at all times; 

9. Crisis manage all incidents whenever possible and only call in specialist 

companies or local authorities as a last resort, on the understanding that 

the Director notify the Board as soon as possible after any incident in 

which local authorities are involved;  

 

10. Develop a responsible and positive attitude toward the maintenance of 

safety and security among all members of the CAISL Community - 

students, parents and staff alike.  

  

Adopted: 22 January 1992 

Revised: 30 September 2008 

Revised: 22 September 2009 

Revised: 07 February 2012 

Reviewed: 07 February 2018 



3.303 Contagious Diseases 

 

School policy and procedures for all contagious diseases, including infectious 

hepatitis, tuberculosis, herpes, and HIV/AIDS, shall be based on current knowledge 

about known risk factors and modes of transmission, shall comply with the laws of 

Portugal and the best practice recommendations of the USA, and reflect concern for 

individual as well as group welfare within the School community. 

 

Parents/Guardians of CAISL students are required to inform the School Nurse in a 

timely manner of any contagious diseases their child has and to work with the 

School to ensure appropriate safeguards are taken to protect others in the school 

community.  Employees of CAISL and those hired by CAISL on an “outsourced” 

basis are also required to ensure that the Nurse has such information. 

 

All employees are required to follow infection control guidelines in all settings and 

at all times, including playgrounds and school buses.    Equipment and supplies 

needed to apply the infection control guidelines will be maintained and kept 

reasonably accessible. The School Nurse/Health Care Professional shall be 

responsible for implementation of the guidelines, including investigating, correcting, 

and reporting to his/her immediate supervisor on neglect or violation of the 

guidelines.    

 

Any individual who is suspected of having a contagious disease shall be referred 

immediately to the Nurse.  It is the Nurse’s responsibility to determine whether or 

not the suspicion is valid.  If it is and if there is danger of infection of others, s/he 

will ensure that the individual leaves campus as soon as possible and that the 

individual is isolated to the extent possible until s/he can arrange transportation or 

can be picked up by parents/guardians.    

   

Contagious disease alone will not be a sufficient reason for exclusion of any 

individual from the community if there is reasonable medical evidence that the 

individual poses no harm to others.   In dealing with individual cases, the School 

will, if necessary, be guided by the opinion of experts in local medical, legal, and 

social welfare agencies.    

 

Any individual excluded from school due to a suspected or confirmed contagious 

disease may return to school at such time as the individual's condition does not 

jeopardize the health and safety of others.  At the discretion of the school, a 

statement may be required from a licensed physician certifying that the student's 

condition does not jeopardize the health and safety of others.  

 

All health records, notes, and other documents that reference a person’s contagious 

disease status will be kept under lock and key in the Nurse’s office.  Access to these 

confidential records is limited to the Nurse, to the member of the Senior 

Management Team (SMT) most directly responsible for the Division of the school in 

which the individual works or is enrolled, to those named in written permission from 

the person (or parent or guardian), and to emergency medical personnel and local 

health authorities acting in their professional capacities.  Such information must not 

be used for any purpose other than in the strict performance of duty and the 



identity of the person concerned must not be revealed outside the narrow 

parameters of this policy unless absolutely necessary to protect the individual or 

others.   

 

The School accepts no liability for anyone acquiring contagious diseases.  However, 

the School will work to ensure that all reasonable precautions to prevent the spread 

of contagious diseases are implemented.   

 

The School will respond to those who have a contagious disease on a case-by-case 

basis balancing the needs of the individual with the safety of the community.   The 

Nurse and the relevant member of the SMT will determine the best course of action, 

in consultation with others as they deem appropriate.  

 

Decisions of this nature will be made by the School in consultation, as appropriate, 

with the individual’s physician, a physician acting on behalf of the school, the 

parents/guardians if the individual is a student, and any other person relevant to 

the individual case.   

 

In each situation, risks and benefits to both the infected individual and others in the 

school setting will be carefully considered. 

 

 

Adopted:  22 September 2009 

 

  



 

3.40 Emergency Plans 

 

In case of any type of emergency, students and staff must be prepared to react in a 

safe and organized manner without panic and in the least possible time.  

 

To that end, the Director and his/her staff shall develop plans to ensure the safe 

and orderly evacuation of the School or the “lockdown” of all persons in the School 

in the safest available area.    

 

Special drills shall be planned to train everyone in procedures to be followed in 

particular types of emergency (fire, bomb threats, threat on campus).  

 

The Board considers the safety of children in the School, getting them home if 

possible, and protecting them and the School’s staff in an emergency, as one of its 

most serious responsibilities.  

 

An emergency warning system has been developed among staff, and procedures 

exist to communicate with authorities in the event of an emergency.  

 

Indefinite or Long-Term Closings  

The Board, upon the recommendation of the Director, shall close the School 

indefinitely, or for such term as it may determine, if the Board finds that the 

continued operation of the School will be accompanied by such tension, potential 

disorder, or potential impairment of peace and good will in the community that the 

effective education of the students becomes impossible; or if the Board finds that 

the continued operation of the School is not in the best interest of the School itself. 

In either case, the Director shall be responsible for setting in motion the 

contingency plans developed to deal with such temporary or permanent closings of 

the School.  

 

 

 

Adopted:    22 January 1992  

Revised: 15 January 2013 

  



3.401-R Fire Prevention and Drills 

 

The health and safety of students and personnel in the School shall be the first 

concern of all employees.   The Director and Senior Management Team are 

responsible for the health and safety of students, employees, and visitors.  They are 

expected to take every safety precaution within their power and to ensure that any 

dangerous conditions are corrected immediately.    

 

Since emergencies can arise on the first day of school as readily as on any other 

school day, orientation programs for employees and students shall include 

instruction in the school emergency plan and the use of emergency equipment. 

Particular attention shall be given to:  

 

Evacuation/Fire Emergency 

1. How to raise an evacuation alarm;  

2. Where the nearest fire extinguisher is located for each classroom;  

3. How to use the types of fire extinguishers in the building;  

4. The usual exits, line of travel, or emergency procedure that students shall be     

expected to follow;  

5. The alternate exits, line of travel, or emergency procedure that students shall 

be expected to follow in case the usual exit and line of travel are blocked;  

 

 

Lockdown Emergency 

1. The signal to go into lockdown 

2. How to shelter in place and how to secure the space (where keys are, blinds, 

etc.) 

3.  Personnel will know the signal to end a lockdown but will not share it with 

others.   

 

Emergency exit information shall be posted in each room. Such information shall be 

printed clearly in large letters on a card posted next to the corridor door of the 

room.  

 

Evacuation and Lockdown drills will occur with personnel during August Orientation 

prior to the first day of classes and with personnel and students during the first two 

weeks of schools.  Subsequently, evacuation drills must be conducted quarterly and 

lockdown drills at least once per semester.   

 

 

Issued:      22 January 1992  

Revised: 15 January 2013 

  



 

3.402 Bomb Threats 

 

The Board acknowledges its responsibility to ensure the safety of the children under 

its care. At the same time, it wishes to deal firmly with bomb threats and to 

discourage this type of disruption which poses a danger to everyone in the School 

even when it is merely a threat and a nuisance.  

 

Therefore, procedures for dealing with bomb threats shall:  

 

1. Aim first toward ensuring student and personnel safety.  

 

2. Aim also toward identifying the person or persons making the threat.  

 

3. Require immediate reporting of any incident to the Director’s office and the local 

authorities.  

 

4. Evacuate the threatened building(s) unless the senior manager in charge has 

reason to believe evacuation would result in greater danger.    

 

5. Provide that students not be dismissed from School until the end of the school 

day. Instead, if the building is evacuated, they shall remain in safe areas under 

their teachers’ supervision until the Director and police are satisfied no danger 

exists.  

 

6. Provide instructions to staff, especially office and switchboard personnel, in 

dealing with threatening phone calls.  

 

 

 

Adopted:    22 January 1992  

Revised: 15 January 2013 

 

  



 

3.50 Closing of School Facilities 

 

If for any reason it appears necessary to close a facility of the School, the Board, 

assisted by the Director and his/her staff, shall review the need for all School 

facilities and develop a facilities plan designed to accommodate anticipated 

enrollment over the next several years.  

 

Such a plan will be developed after careful consideration of:  

 

• Projected enrollment, by age group and school  

 

• Analysis of relevant population trends  

 

• Assessment of current school facilities  

 

• Summaries of space utilization rates in current facilities  

 

• Review of special uses of school space, including adult and recreational  

use after school hours, and rentals  

 

• Consideration of maintenance and operating requirements  

 

• Evaluation of traffic patterns, traveling distances, etc.  

 

• Consideration of special problems, including an analysis of proposed transfers 

of students and staff if a facility were to be closed  

 

In developing and implementing a policy on school closure, the Board will bear 

in mind the possible impact on other Board policies, such as its admissions  

policy and its policies and contracts pertaining to personnel. It is the declared  

intent of the Board to make any of its policies related to school closure clear to  

all concerned, to provide ample lead time before closing any school, and to  

support a process that provides an opportunity for those most affected to be  

involved before any decision is made.  

 

 

If facilities must be closed because of emergency, the Board will seek to protect  

the best interests of the School and all the people connected with it.  

 

 

Adopted:      14 January 1992  

 

  



 

3.60 Student Transportation 

 

It is the policy of the School to organize a bus service to enable parents to send their 
children to School by bus and have them returned home in the same way. This bus 
service must be run in such a manner that its cost is borne exclusively by those who 
use it and so that it is not a burden on School income.  

 
It is also the policy of the School to provide transportation service only for such areas 
and on such routes as can reasonably be justified in terms of cost and time, and the 
School staff are authorized to explain to parents why, at times, a particular bus stop 

or route cannot be provided. If at all possible, no child should be on the bus for 
longer than one hour per single trip; unreasonably complex and time-consuming 
routes would lengthen bus rides to the point where the children’s best interests are 
no longer being served, or where costs become exorbitant. If parents should request 

a further extension of the service, it is suggested that they themselves organize a car 
pool to a central and acceptable pick-up point.  
 
The Business Manager is responsible for making satisfactory arrangements with a 

professional bus company or companies, and for ensuring that suitable fees are 
charged to parents to make the bus service self-sustaining. In the total cost of the 
service will be included all expenses associated with the bus personnel involved, the 
cost of special insurance that may be needed, and other similar expenses.  

 
The Director will set suitable rules for the day-to-day operation of the bus service. 
Bus monitors will be responsible for maintaining proper discipline and behavior on 
the buses as well as ensuring the safety of students boarding and leaving the buses. 

Bus drivers are responsible for the safe operation of the bus itself, and for keeping to 
set time schedules and routes.  In all cases, applicable laws related to the transport 
of children will be strictly followed.  
 

 
Adopted:  22 January 1992 
Revised: 09 December 2014 

 


